Security Solutions
Accutive is a premium integrator and Value Added Reseller of leading industry security solutions. Accutive’s team of
experienced security professionals will analyze, design and deploy your security solutions along with providing the
necessary training and solution documentation to support the ease of ongoing solution management.
Accutive security specialists have worked on a wide array of organizations and understand that there is no one size fits all
solution. Every organization is different whether it involves legacy systems, unique platforms or just working with budget
and resources constraints. Unlike other IT projects, an Enterprise Security Implementation is a complex task requiring its
own unique, specialized skillset and not one you would need to employ on a regular basis.
Our Enterprise Security Specialists will assess the risks and regulatory compliance requirements of your industry to help
your team find the best technical solutions available.

Our tailored approach to leveraging the industry’s leading and complementary security solutions will:
• Assist with compliance for regulatory guidelines such as FIPS, CC, SOX, PCI, GLBA, SB1386, etc.
• Lower operating costs through the consistent deployment of security policy and procedures
• Improve productivity by optimizing security efforts for efficient management and maintenance
• Provide qualified resources to ensure projects are delivered on-time and on-budget
Let our knowledgeable, experienced professional services team ensure the successful implementation of your enterprise
security solutions.

Close The Gap In IT Security By Starting With:
Identity and Access Management
Identity and Access Management (IAM) has become a
mission-critical undertaking to ensure that the right
individuals have access to the right information. Ensure
your identity and access systems are designed to meet
compliance and improve your business’s efficiency by
automating management in a simple and cost-effective
manner.
Talk to us about:
• Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
• Authentication
• Mobile and BYOD Management
• Management Platforms
• Smart Cards and Readers
• USB and OTP Authenticators
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Data Encryption and Control
Safeguard information assets from intruders and insider
threats. Ensure your information protection controls
work seamlessly in conjunction with access controls and
authentication. Protect only the data that needs to be
protected.
Talk to us about:
• Hardware Security Modules
• Application and Database Protection
• Storage Encryption and Security
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Why Choose Accutive?
Expertise
By analyzing your business
objectives and existing platform
Accutive’s security specialists can:
• Design and develop a scalable
solution tailored to your
organizations needs and
environments.

• Select best of breed products

that integrate seamlessly with
your existing systems.

Resources

Training and Consulting

Many Business and IT objectives are
delayed by competing projects that
have an immediate impacts on your
business operations and staff.
Leverage Accutive to:
• Expedite completion of your
security initiative without
expanding your IT department.

• Limit the impact on daily
business operations.

• Provide on-demand resources to

supplement your security project
team or provide the expertise to
lead your project.

Established Partners

At Accutive, we pride ourselves in
becoming trusted advisors to our
clients. Let us:

• Help your team build

confidence in their
understanding of security
solutions and best practices.

• Work directly with your

development staff to combine
hands-on knowledge your team
already has with the experience
of our security specialists

• Empower your security team to

provide ongoing management of
your security environment.

At Accutive, we have established key partnerships with leading security technology manufacturers to provide our
customers with complete tailored solutions.

About Accutive
Accutive provides comprehensive Information Technology
solutions and support which includes Enterprise Security; IT
Application Development; the Capitalstream Platform
Professional Services; and Program and Project Management
to clients in industries ranging from Financial Services,
Healthcare, Technology, Entertainment, and Retail. Accutive is
a specialized team of experienced professionals with years of
industry, business, and IT expertise dedicated to developing IT
solutions that exceed our client’s expectations.
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If you have questions or would like
more information please contact
Accutive by calling 949.630.9568
or visit www.accutive.com

info@accutive.com

